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MESSAGE FROM THE
MENAHEL

In our present circumstance (note this electronic Hamechanech!), we can more deeply appreciate 

the enormous mesirus nefesh of our Mechanchim/os, as they continue to teach – remotely. You 

have kept chinuch vibrant day in and day out, overcoming the difficulties of remote teaching/

learning.  Ashreichem!

The Ramban tells us esoterically, that the days between Pesach and Shavuos are days of kedusha. 

Just as the days between the first day of Sukkos and Shimini Atzeres, and days between the first and 

last days of Pesach, are Chol Hamoed, days of holy festivity, so too are the sefirah days. That is why 

Shavuos is known as Atzeres: like Shmini Atzeres and Acharon Shel Pesach.

This year we can deeply appreciate this, as Sefirah this year was akin to Chol Hamoed, with 

businesses and schools closed.  One of the only things missing were Chol Hamoed trips!

There is more, however, to the Ramban’s comparison.

The days that the Ramban speaks of were ironically, days of tragedy, with the death of the 24,000 

talmidim of Rabi Akiva in a mageifah. Ordinarily, keeping the halachos of sefirah by rote, we may 

not appreciate the enormity of the tragedy. This year we cannot help but feel the enormous impact 

of sefirah as days of mourning due to a “mageifah” of profound proportions. Our “Chol Hamoed” 

has been filled with tragedy, with so many of acheinu Bnei Yisroel, including Gedolei Torah and 

Mechanchim lost. 

Yet, as my Rosh Yeshiva Horav Shneur Kotler, zt”l, would say, “A Yid tohr zich nit upshtelen, ehr 

muz gein veiter,” a Jew does not stand still: he must forge ahead.  And, as the Novominsker Rebbe, 

zt”l, whose sudden petirah leaves a tremendous void in our hearts and minds, once said, “A Yid is a 

soldat fun der Eibeshter,” a Jew is a soldier of Hashem and must always march forward.

With this thought we at Torah Umesorah salute our thousands of rebbeim and moros for shining 

through these past three unprecedented, tragic months with incredible efforts … teaching remotely 

under difficult circumstances, looking after their own children at home, while dedicating themselves 

to their students, without the use of their tried and true methods... constantly reinventing the 

wheel so that their students, who are not in a disciplined mode, should nevertheless feel engaged, 

inspired and invigorated every day in their remote “classroom.”

Through the annals of history, Klal Yisroel has always been moser nefesh for chinuch. The children 

during the time of the Chashmonaim hid in caves to learn Torah, prepared with the pretense of 

dreidel games to avoid detection by the Yevanim. The secret chadorim in Communist Russia, when 

melamdim risked their lives to teach yingelach in basements with blackened out windows... bunkers 

in the ghettos in which the sounds of Torah, though muffled, were vibrant and resounding, despite 

the perils of the Nazis y”s.

One particularly moving story comes to mind. The Bluzhever Rebbetzin, a”h, was in the Bergen 

Belsen Concentration camp with her two very young sons. Though they were starving, her primary 

concern was that her sons should not be deprived of Torah… even there. She managed to obtain a 

loaf of bread and bartered her portions as “payment” for someone in the camp to teach her sons 

Chumash and Mishnayos.

Though we are b”H not oppressed, we are still living with adverse circumstances. A silent enemy 

abounds, and all societal norms have been stripped away.  It is a time of mesirus nefesh for the 

chinuch of our children, a time during which our dedicated Mechanchim/os are teaching Torah and 

instilling Yiras Shamayim under the enormous stress of isolation at home, hearing of daily tragedies, 

living with uncertainty… yet performing at their very best. 

It is said in the name of Rav Yerucham Levovitz, zt”l, the Mirrer Mashgiach, that when someone 

goes to learn and muddies his shoes to get to the bais medrash, after a 120 years those muddied 

shoes will testify about his mesirus nefesh for Torah. The mesirus nefesh that our mechanchim have 

shown during the past three months will, after 120 years, serve as strong testimony on their behalf.

We should be zoche to return to our classrooms in good health; and may our rebbeim and moros 

continue to lead our children and, together with them, greet Moshiach. H

A good yomtov to all.

Rabbi Dovid Nojowitz
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LETTER FROM THE
EDITOR

Klal Yisrael has been living in fear for over 

33 centuries. While that sounds ominous, we 

need to realize that it is a good kind of fear. 

The Gemara (Shabbos, 88a) famously teaches us 

that just before we received the Torah, “kafah 

aleihem har ke’gigis,” Hashem suspended the 

mountain over the heads of the people like a lid 

and warned, If you accept the Torah, all is good, 

but if not, “sham tehei kevuraschem,” your grave 

will be THERE.

 The Baalei Musar wonder why Hashem said 

“there” instead of “here”, warning that their 

grave would be right here. Their explanation is 

that “there” refers to a faraway culture. If Klal 

Yisrael were not to accept the Torah, they would 

drift far away from Hashem and embrace foreign 

ideals and values. If that happens, warned 

Hashem, “your grave will be THERE,” for you will 

cease to be a nation of Hashem.

Now, if, as the Bac”h teaches (Tur, siman 47), 

we constantly relive the giving of Torah, it 

is reasonable that we constantly relive the 

preamble of “kafah aleihem har ke’gigis” too.  

Hence the ongoing fear of the Jewish people 

that we might stray. This fear safeguards Jewish 

loyalty to Torah u’Mitzvos. So it’s a good fear.

As we approach Shavuos, we focus on that 

preamble to kabolas ha’Torah, and we strengthen 

our resolve to learning and observance. This year, 

Hashem has chosen to create a situation which 

is actually supremely conducive to that resolve. 

While making learning, davening and even 

shmiras ha’Mitzvos seem more “inconvenient” 

and downright difficult, Hashem has set us up 
with the challenge of rising to the occasion.

And rise we did… for this ability too did Hashem 
infuse in us. The Navi Yirmiyahu has declared 

(5:5), “Lo almon Yisrael,” the Jewish nation is 

never bereft, that is, powerless or lacking in the 

commitment and the ingenuity needed to remain 

steadfast in its ways. Regardless of the degree 

to which we are challenged, we always emerge 

triumphant in our grasp of Torah and Yiddishkeit.

 The drive, the burning desire for davening with 

minyan, for attending our yeshivos and shuls…, 
in my view has actually been strengthened by the 

Pandemic. Klal Yisrael has been weathering the 

storm.

And it is no secret that among the champions of 

this determination and the required strategies 

has been Torah Umesorah, whose directors 

and staff have marveled onlookers with the 
extraordinary accomplishments it has facilitated 

in the area of limud ha’Torah for mosdos 

everywhere. As much as Torah Umesorah has 

always done for Klal Yisrael, it has outdone itself 

in this current – but temporary – reality. 

On the page following this one, see some of the 

amazing statistics of what Torah Umesorah has 

been able to achieve – and these figures are a 
few weeks old!

Recognition is due all the stalwarts of Torah 

Umesorah, but at the risk of forgetting someone, 

I feel it necessary to single out Mrs. D. Zeffren and 
Mrs. C. Levitansky, both from Torah Umesorah’s 

Lakewood “family,” who have made nights into 

days to enable the magnificent work of Torah 
Umesorah through this pandemic.

May we be worthy of finding comfort in the face 
of our losses and our anguish… of soon being 
able to look back on Corona… and proceed with 
pride and emunah as we near the day of our 

yeshuah. H

Rabbi Shmuel Yaakov Klein

AND IT IS NO SECRET 

THAT AMONG THE 

CHAMPIONS OF THIS 

DETERMINATION 

AND THE REQUIRED 

STRATEGIES HAS BEEN 

TORAH UMESORAH
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THE

NUMBERS 

TELL THE 

STORY

To deal with the pandemic and the 
need for lockdowns and isolation, 

Torah Umesorah created its 
“turesponse.org” website, which has 
led the way in providing information, 
services, hadrachah and inspiration 
to Torah educators and talmidim/os 

worldwide.

THE STATS: FROM SITE LAUNCH ON MARCH 17, UNTIL MAY 6, 2020

TOP 20 COUNTRIES BY USER:

Individual visits 

to the site

Pages on the site 

viewed

Morah & Me Preschool 

Videos watched over

 “Living Lessons”

watched over

Rabbi Juravel 

Recordings listened 

to over

materials downloaded 

by parents and 

educators
times

times times
times

Over

95,439

255,376

10,000 12,000
12,000

68,527

SWITZERLAND 164

BELGIUM 122

MEXICO 107

GERMANY 83

ARGENTINA 72

PANAMA 58

AUSTRIA 42

UNITED STATES 30,706

ISRAEL 3,587

UNITED KINGDOM 3,583

CANADA 1,227

SOUTH AFRICA 557

AUSTRALIA 358

FRANCE 179

NETHERLANDS 41

GIBRALTAR 39

BRAZIL 36

SPAIN 25

UKRAINE 20

RUSSIA 16
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It is immensely difficult 
to capture in words the 

image of an individual 

who, in hindsight, seemed 

so larger than life itself. 

What is certain is that 

the gaping hole that 

has recently been seared 

into the hearts of Torah 

Umesorah upon the petirah 

of Harav Yaakov Perlow, 

the Novominsker Rebbe, zt”l, 

parallels that which has impacted 

the collective heart of North American 

– and global – Jewry in general.

Rabbi Dovid Nojowitz, Menahel of Torah 

Umesorah shared this insight. “The Novominsker Rebbe’s 

sudden petirah, with the simplest of levayos, encapsulated 

his life. He was not interested in the trappings of kavod 

or any form of fanfare… so much so that he was very 
uncomfortable with any type of praise. ‘Der Rebbe 

zohl zein gezunt,’ was the safest thing to say to him: to 

elaborate on any praise of him was to look for trouble!”  

The Rebbe, as a senior member of Torah Umesorah’s 

Vaad Roshei Yeshiva, was involved in all the pressing 

THE 
NOVOMINSKER 
REBBE ZT”L

TORAH UMESORAH’S RETROSPECTIVELOOK AT A GADOL

BY RABBI SHMUEL YAAKOV KLEIN

chinuch issues of the 

day, helping to ensure 

that the organization’s 

policies would continue 

to be shaped al taharas 

hakodesh, without 

compromises and without 

cutting corners.  The gravitas 

that entered with the Rebbe 

into any room where the 

Vaad’s meetings would take 

place will be remembered by 

all who had the privilege of being 

present. 

As a personal aside, the Rebbe came into 

my own life about forty years ago, when he 

visited Toronto to deliver a shiur in Yeshivas Ner Yisrael 

on the topic of the mitzvah of sipur yetzias Mitzraim. That took 

place during the first few days of Nisan, and the Rebbe was at 
the time the Rosh Yeshiva in Washington Heights. Decades later, 

almost to the day, the Rebbe departed from this world. 

I remember that shiur – its content, its clarity and its delivery. 

When I was given the zechus many years later to join the Torah 

Umesorah family, my own appreciation of the Rebbe’s unique 

persona – his depth of insight and his breadth of thought – 
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deepened exponentially. 

To all who knew him up close the Rebbe was 

an exemplar of achrayus for the entire klal, the 

consummate leader who championed the need 

for being “ro’eh es hanolad”, able to forecast how 

the future would be determined by the present, 

visibly shouldering responsibility for the affairs of 
not only the current generation of Jews, but for 

future ones as well. Even in the past few years, 

during which the Rebbe’s physical involvement 

became more difficult, his passion for the needs 
of the klal drove his efforts to greater and greater 
heights.

This was as evident within the spheres of Agudath 

Israel of America, which he piloted for over two 

decades as Rosh Agudas Yisroel, just as it was 

in Torah Umesorah. The point was never simply 

what the Rebbe felt about any specific question 
per se: it was always about the ramifications of 
each of the varied courses of actions that were 

up for consideration. That was what ultimately 

shaped his feelings.

In this connection, it must be remarked that the 

Novominsker Rebbe was a paradigm of midas 

ho’emes, a singular devotion to truthfulness. 

Perhaps as a scion of the Kotzker Rebbe’s dynasty 

(the Rebbe was a direct descendant of the 

Kotzker Rebbe, zy”a, whose disdain for falsehood 

was legendary) he represented integrity and 

sometimes incisive honesty. At the same time, 

the humor with which he adorned many of his 

pronouncements endeared him to all. Participants 

at many a Torah Umesorah Convention will likely 

recall how at times, during the Sheilos Uteshuvos 

sessions on Thursday nights, the Rebbe, feeling 

that a certain question would perhaps best be 

left unanswered, would say “Sometimes one has 

to use his own seichel!”

Torah Umesorah’s Vaad Roshei Yeshiva is 

comprised of an elite of Torah leaders from 

across America.  The Rebbe’s position amongst 

his peers was one of special esteem.  Rabbi 

Nojowitz explained: “What does the Rebbe say?” 

So often was this the follow-up question to 

any discussion regarding Torah Umesorah. In 

many of my private conversations with the late 

Yoshev Rosh, Harav Avraham Chaim Levin, zt”l, 

he would invariably say that I should check with 

the Rebbe to hear what he thinks. And there was 

also never a need for titles: ‘The Rebbe’ was all 

that needed to be said to for us to know who we 

were referring to. The Rebbe’s clear vision and 

extensive experience in the world of Klal Yisrael 

made him the obvious ‘go-to’ person when a clear, 

definitive direction was required.”

One of those special directions towards which the 

Rebbe guided Torah Umesorah was its increasing 

initiative of reaching out to the Chassidishe 

mosdos ha’Torah. The Rebbe’s call was clear. 

Torah Umesorah is making such strides in raising 

the standards of chinuch in America, he said, 

“We must get this word out to the Chassidishe 

mosdos as well.” Following this directive the 

organization proceeded to establish more 

meaningful connections with schools across that 

spectrum. Today, many dozens of Chassidishe 

yeshivos – from Borough Park and Williamsburg 

to Monsey and Lakewood – are connected to 

TU, availing themselves of its vital services – the 

training programs, the mentoring, personnel 

placement, networking, conventions, professional 

development, teacher centers and much more. 

Largely at the Rebbe’s behest the mood within 

Torah Umesorah is such that Torah Yiden of all 

stripes feel at home.

In fact, in many ways the Rebbe was himself the 

very personification of the crucial bridge between 
the Yeshivishe and Chassidishe worlds – between 

the various sister “camps” within the Torah 

universe. This was the natural outgrowth of the 

Rebbe’s relentlessly keeping his finger on the 
pulse of Klal Yisrael as a whole. 

In the words of Rabbi Nojowitz, “More than 

anything, the Rebbe’s heart was the heartbeat 

of every Yid. His concern for the individual was 

genuine. I witnessed this often when speaking with 

the Rebbe about an individual’s shortcomings 

or failings. The Rebbe’s emotion was not one of 

anger, but rather one of pain for the individual. 

I think, though, that above all else, the Rebbe’s 

common sense and normalcy were very refreshing 

to the soul. Mi yitein temuraso?”

Yehi zichro baruch. H

IN THIS CONNECTION, 

IT MUST BE REMARKED 

THAT THE NOVOMINSKER 

REBBE WAS A PARADIGM 

OF MIDAS HO’EMES, A 

SINGULAR DEVOTION TO 

TRUTHFULNESS. 
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Delivering Simchas Yom Tov from our doorstep to yours!

Our children are at the forefront of our minds and hearts. 

Email lateachercenter@torah-umesorah.org with your name and child/ren’s grade level.

Enjoy the smile on your child’s face.

Wait for follow up email with pickup information.

Order in 3 easy steps
1

2

3

Attention Parents!

Kits include: activities, games, art projects, and hours of fun!

$
5

Kits available for grades Kindergarten through 6th 

                                                                  All projects are subject to cancellation due to the uncertainty of our times.
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I was in a local Costco last Friday. I have not been in 

a public setting like that since Purim. 

Although there was a sign outside the entrance 

stating that only 15 people were allowed in the store, 

it must have meant in each aisle. Despite having 

received a report that, baruch Hashem, I have enough 

antibodies to be a plasma donor, I was masked and 

gloved not only for the optics, but because of the law. 

I was standing in one of the long lines to the checkout, 

six feet behind the next 

customer, who was safely 

behind the next person, 

in a line that stretched 

almost to the back of the 

huge warehouse.

Then my phone buzzed, 

and when I looked at it 

my stomach dropped. 

The text said that the 

governor had decided 

that all schools would 

be closed for the rest 

of the academic year. I 

thought about our nearly 

700 talmidim yearning to 

return. I thought of the 

rabbeim and teachers 

waiting to get back into 

the classrooms, and yes, 

I even thought about the 

parents who I am sure 

are yearning for life to 

continue as normal, and 

I felt sick.

More importantly, I thought about the bas kol 

mentioned in the last perek of Avos. It emanates daily 

from Har Choreiv and cries, “Woe is to the creations 

from the elbonah shel Torah (the insult to the Torah).” 

The empty shuls and yeshivos are no longer hearing 

the sweet sounds of Torah and tefillah. The schools 
are trying their best by phone and remote video 

classes, but alas, tzu a blatt Gemara mit a rebbe, kumt 

dos nit—it’s not the same as learning with a rebbe.

GUEST EDITORIAL

BY RABBI MORDECHAI KAMENETZKY
This article, which first appeared in Ami Magazine, 
is here reprinted with permission of the author.

AN IMPASSIONED PLEA

We are doing our best despite the circumstances. The 

devotion of the rabbeim—some of the rebbeim in Yeshiva 

of South Shore drove from as far away as Lakewood to 

the Five Towns to stop in front of every boy’s home, say 

“shalom aleichem,” give him some treats and learn a 

little together—is remarkable. One rebbe, a coronavirus 

survivor who was hospitalized a month ago, brought each 

talmid a piece of homemade kugel last Erev Shabbos. 

They are remarkable. Nonetheless, our Batei Mikdash 

are in galus, and as much as 

we sing in front of cameras, 

the words of “Al Naharos 

Bavel,” still resound.

“Eich nashir es shir 

Hashem?” How can we be 

content to sing the song of 

Hashem in a foreign land 

of Zoom and technology? 

What pains me is the sense 

of despair and hopelessness 

that has begun to set in.

I hope I’m wrong—

completely wrong— but 

there is a dispiritedness 

that has led to a certain 

sense of resignation.

I remember the uproar 

over metzitzah b’peh. At 

that time the advocacy 

was audible. Shouldn’t we 

advocate now as well?

I mentioned sardonically to a 

colleague that the governor 

might ask us to remove all 

the mezuzos in schools when we reopen, as they could 

harbor germs. His reaction was “That would be so sad” 

instead of “We can’t let that happen!” It was frightening. 

If truly there is no way to teach in a conventional manner 

that wouldn’t cause a life-threatening situation, and I’m 

not saying there is, I just want to know that the decision 

was made in consultation with doctors who fasted like 

a beis din before they recommended that we shouldn’t 

even try to advocate for a reopening. Knowing that other 
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states and communities—even though their demographics 

and situations may be different from those in New York—
have been allowed to hold services and open schools makes 

me think: “Why not us? Is it really impossible?”

Of course, we all know that pikuach nefesh overrides every 

mitzvah of the Torah, but we must also know that for the sake 

of the supremacy of Torah, we will do everything and anything 

to alleviate a situation of pikuach nefesh. We will make every 

effort possible.

We may be facing a much longer quarantine than Eretz Yisrael, 

but we must make sure and innovate for better ways to have 

even a fraction of normalcy return to the chinuch of our 

children. Displaying our passion to leave no stone unturned 

to see if there is any possibility at all, is a teaching moment 

for eternity.

President Trump was mocked for suggesting that we try to 

develop a disinfectant spray as a solution to the pandemic. I 

think he was coming from a place of trying anything remotely 

possible. “This is America. We got to the moon; we beat polio.” 

He was advocating that we figure it out.

Again, let me reiterate: In no way do I want any decision to be 

made that could cause harm to anyone. Chas v’shalom. But we 

also cannot just throw up our hands in defeat. Every possible 

avenue must be investigated in order to raise the current 

level of Torah study. In addition to davening for the sick and 

impoverished by this terrible disease, we must also daven for 

the Torah and its institutions that have been devastated by it.

When I was a talmid in Lakewood, Rav Noach Weinberg had 

begun imploring every Jew to do his utmost to bring back the 

innumerable souls who were lost to Yiddishkeit. In a shiur that 

I attended he told us that a frum nursing home administrator 

had once been at a shiur and learned that as the person 

responsible for feeding the residents, he was halachically 

obligated to ensure that no Jewish resident would be served 

non-kosher food. Although almost everyone in the home 

wasn’t Jewish, there was one very elderly woman who was. 

The administrator’s rav reiterated the prohibition against 

serving her treife. So the next day he came to her room with a 

foil-covered kosher airline meal.

“What’s this?” she asked him.

“You’re Jewish, so we’re serving you kosher food,” he replied.

 “I don’t need kosher food! I’m not observant,” she 

r e t o r t e d .

The administrator hemmed and hawed and then said, “It’s 

healthier.”

“Healthier?” she said with a laugh. “I’m 91 years old and in a 

nursing home. I’m not interested in healthier!”

“It’s tastier,” he tried.

“Tastier?” she guffawed. “I don’t even have teeth, and my taste

buds barely work! Just give me what everyone else gets!”

The administrator’s daily efforts were met with resistance 
as well as threats that she would call the authorities. 

Eventually, determined to do the right thing, he realized 

that he would either have to move her to another facility 

or find a new job.

Rav Noach had asked the man, “So what happened? Did you 

leave the job?”

The administrator had smiled. “Actually, no. In fact, today 

this woman not only keeps kosher, but she davens, says 

brachos and even washes neigel vasser!”

Rav Noach was astounded. “How did you do that?” he 

wanted to know.

“I’m not sure,” said the man. “All I know is that I had to.”

Similarly, we need to do whatever is possible to find ways 
to ensure the highest level of chinuch and ruchniyus during 

these most trying times.

And if such advocacy is being done, then certainly, in the 

right time, klal Yisrael must know that every effort was 
made and every idea was presented to raise the level of 

chinuch during these times.

No one should be able to say that we did not expend every 

effort nor explore every avenue. For even if there is no way 
out, the elbonah shel Torah must always weigh in.  H

Postscript: After discussing this article with my Rebbe-Chaver, 

Rav Moshe Weinberger, he sent me a beautiful story from a 

Lubavitcher sefer, Hisvaadus. Some 45 years ago, a group of 

Lubavitcher Chassidim managed to leave Russia after many 

years behind the Iron Curtain. Among them were Reb Yankel 

Notik and Reb Mottel Kozliner. After having a yechidus with 

the Lubavitcher Rebbe, zt”l, he sent them to meet Rav Moshe 

Feinstein, zt”l. Seeing ehrliche Yidden with beards and peyos, 

Rav Moshe could not contain his wonder: “How is it possible 

that you were able to keep this way under the oppressive 

regime and fear of imprisonment or worse? How did you 

teach your children? How did you keep Shabbos?”

Reb Yankel shrugged his shoulders and responded, “Did we 

have a choice? We had no choice!”

Rav Moshe began to cry. People don’t calculate if it is 

worthwhile to breathe or to eat.  They have no choice. Seeing 

Yidden who treat a life of Torah this way indeed brings me 

to tears.

May our tears of pain transform to tears of amazement 

speedily in our time.

Rabbi Kamenetzky is the Rosh yeshiva of Yeshiva Toras Chaim 

Bais Binyomin at South Shore and the author of the Parsha 

Parables series.
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“NETZOR 
LESHONCHA”

 The scenario you describe raises two issues: lashon 

hora and halbanas panim b’rabim. From a shemiras 

halashon standpoint, it is important to bear in mind 

that only behavior that is objectively wrong and needs 

intervention by the hanhalah may be related by a 

teacher/substitute to the principal. If students merely 

“act up,” don’t listen attentively, or do things that 

bother the substitute and she wishes to “tell on them,” 

that is obviously not permissible. However, when the 

misbehavior clearly is wrong and needs to be dealt 

with, a substitute is obligated to inform the principal 

whose responsibility it is to run the school properly.

Q&A in Aspects of Lashon Hara as they pertain 

to Mosdos Hachinuch

Harav Moshe Mordechai Lowy

I am a substitute teacher 
at a large girls’ school. At 
times I find that when a 
student acts up it should be 
reported to the principal. I 
feel it is important for the 
principal to publicly repri-
mand the student so that 
the behavior will not be re-
peated.  Is this permitted?

FOR MECHANCHIM
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The next issue involved is a weighty and critical 

one. Embarrassing a person – whether young 

or old – is akin to murder, as we know from 

various Torah sources. Rabbeinu Yona says on 

the pasuk “Hochai’ach tochai’ach es amisechah 

v’loh sisah olov cheit,” [Vayikra 19:17] that 

embarrassing a person is an extremely serious 

last resort and must be done only after careful 

consideration. It is important to bear in mind 

that “embarrassing a student” in this context is 

defined as making a student feel embarrassed 
in front of another person. This encompasses 

a wide variety of actions, including: sending a 

student out of the room, calling a student a 

derogatory name, yelling at a student in front 

of peers, visibly detaining a student during 

recess, sending a student to a lower grade, and 

suspending or expelling students. 

Given the extreme caution which halbanas 

panim demands, it is imperative that teachers, 

substitutes, and principals do not take it 

lightly. Deciding to embarrass a student should 

be a last resort. Instead, the following is 

suggested as a means of dealing with student 

misbehavior.

The teacher should try to talk privately with 

the student about the misbehavior, giving a 

warning about what will happen if it occurs 

again.

If the student misbehaves again, the teacher 

can carry out the stipulated punishment, even 

if it is embarrassing, since the child has already 

been warned.

If the teacher’s punishment still doesn’t 

prevent the child from misbehaving, the 

teacher should go to the principal. It is 

preferable not to send students to the 

principal’s office, as it often causes them a 
great amount of shame to be seen sitting in the 

hallway, questioned by secretaries, etc. 

The principal should speak to the student, 

warning about further consequences. In a case 

where parental involvement will be helpful, 

the principal can warn the student that his/her 

parents will be called, or that further action 

will be taken.

The question that must be asked before 

shaming any student is: Does the punishment 

fit the crime; is this what Hashem wants us to 
do? Also, the nature of the student must be 

taken into account--is this a child who will be 

crushed and destroyed if publicly shamed? 

Certainly, when a student’s misbehavior is 

influencing other students, the necessity for 
more forceful intervention increases. However, 

a student must first be warned that the 
consequence of continued misbehavior will 

involve halbanas panim. 

Perhaps the most critical form of shaming a 

student is expulsion from school. There are no 

words that can properly convey the gravity of 

expelling a child, and it must be weighed with 

utmost care befitting the halachic question 
it truly is. The Chazon Ish is quoted as having 

told a Rosh Yeshivah that expelling a child 

from school is akin to killing him. On the other 

hand, a situation where other students are 

being infected by detrimental behavior of a 

specific student presents an extremely urgent 
dilemma. Obviously, there are cases when a 

child must be expelled, but it should be a last 

resort and the decision must be made with 

great clarity and consideration, and certainly 

with halachic input. 

May we merit Divine guidance in all our 

decisions and actions. H

Reprinted with permission from “IMPRESSIONS,” a biweekly newsletter for 

educators published by the Chofetz Chaim Heritage Foundation. For subscription 

information or to submit a  SH question, email: Impressions@cchfglobal.org
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STAFF MEETINGS

The school principal is usually the one who schedules, 

plans and directs staff meetings.  As a matter of fact, 
most schools require teachers to attend staff meetings 
as part of their contract.  Teachers prefer for staff 
meetings to take place during their teaching hours, but 

on the other hand schools prefer these meetings to take 

place after school hours.  Often there’s a compromise 

and it takes place during lunch time.  On rare occasions 

teachers may initiate such a meeting.  

As a rule, principals use these meetings to 

disseminate information, explain new programs, 

discuss school problems and for professional 

development, by inviting outside experts to lecture 

on any of the many challenges faced by teachers.  

Deservedly or Otherwise Teachers Often Complain

A- The meetings are a waste of time.

B- They’re boring.

C- Information can be disseminated via memos.

D- When the agenda includes items that are relevant 

to sections of the school other than their own.

E- Veteran teachers who might have seen a number 

of principals and senior staff members, come and go, 
complain that each new principal uses staff meetings 
for a new set of edicts and new ways of doing things.

SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING A MORE 

EFFECTIVE FACULTY MEETING

A. An agenda should be circulated at least twenty-

four hours before the meeting. Each agenda should 

include a “good and welfare” item for the last ten 

minutes of the meeting where teachers can present 

their concerns.

B. Faculty meetings should start on time and even 

TIDBITS
of Tachlis 
Rabbi Shnayer Weinberg

Part XIII

Rabbi Weinberg, who served as senior principal of Yeshivas Eitz 

Chaim in Toronto for many decades, has assembled close to l00 

ideas on various aspects of chinuch. Some of these deal with the 

do’s and don’ts for principals and others deal with the do’s and 

don’ts for teachers. Some of them are novel; some of them may be 

controversial; but all of them are practical… drawn from years of 

experience in chinuch. 
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Rabbi Weinberg, who served as senior principal of 

Yeshivas Eitz Chaim in Toronto for many decades, has 

assembled close to l00 ideas on various aspects of 

chinuch. Some of these deal with the do’s and don’ts 

for principals and others deal with the do’s and don’ts 

for teachers. Some of them are novel; some of them may be 

controversial; but all of them are practical… drawn from years of 

experience in chinuch. 

STAFF MEETINGS AT 

THEIR BEST INVOLVE 

TEACHERS IN PROBLEM 

SOLVING AND FINDING 

WAYS TO IMPROVE 

THE SCHOOL SUCH 

AS ENHANCING THE 

LEARNING PROGRAM, 

CURRICULUM 

DEVELOPMENT AND 

CREATING BETTER 

MORALE AND SCHOOL 

SPIRIT.

more important should end on time. One hour should be 

long enough.

C. Teachers like to deal with matters that will help them 

in their classroom, such as individual discipline problems, 

classroom management etc.

D. Staff meetings at their best involve teachers in 
problem solving and finding ways to improve the school 
such as enhancing the learning program, curriculum 

development and creating better morale and school 

spirit. This caliber meeting can only be achieved when 

there is mutual respect and appreciation between a 

principal and his or her teachers. In the previous issue of 

Hamechanech, I described what I consider an ideal system 

of governance employed by the principal whereby the 

principal treats his staff like colleagues, and he makes 
them feel like “We are all working for the same Boss, 

the Ribbono Shel Olam.”  In this type of environment 

rabbeim can feel that they play a role in the decision 

making process of the school and the staff meeting is the 
best place where this can take place. 

 

E. Once a year I used to dedicate a meeting for the 

purpose of having a number of teachers volunteer to 

make a brief presentation on some new or novel idea or 

system which they would share with their colleagues.  

F. You might be faced with a situation where you 

want to reprimand a teacher, but you want to avoid 

a confrontation. If the issue lends itself to a general 

discussion it could be on your agenda...v’hamayvin yavin.

G. Serving a good lunch will not hurt either!  H
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WHAT IS 
LESSON
NUMBER1
RABBI YOSEPH RENNERT

Many of us have had discussions as to the various 

integral lessons that we should take away and keep 

with us from this historically extraordinary time. I 

am not sure what the consensus is as to what is the 

number one lesson, but I would say it is the following.

Lesson Number One is that Hashem runs the world – 

Borei u’Manhig!

Over the course of these current events, this became 

blatantly apparent to everyone – no matter to 

which group one is affiliated. We are living through, 
“ve’yeida kol po’ul ki Atah Fe’alto, ve’yavin kol yetzur 

ki Atah Yetzarto.” Hashem is in charge and runs the 

world: we have to see that this lesson remains clearly 

with us.

Harav Menachem Adler, zt”l, once related something 

that he heard from Rabbi Michoel Ber Weismandel, 

zt”l. Each passuk dealing with briyas Ha’olam says that 

all was done by Hashem, mentioning Him by Name. 

It says, “Vayomer Elokim…Vayar Elokim, Vayavdeil 
Elokim, Vayikra Elokim,” and so on. Why then, does 

the passuk regarding Shabbos begin with “Vayechulu 

Hashomaim” rather than “Vayechal Elokim” etc.? Rav 

Michoel Ber answered that the reason is that by 

then it was so blatantly apparent – the Briyah itself 

shouted out that it was maaseh Elokim.

As Creation was complete and Shabbos began, it is 

as if Shamayim and Aretz themselves proclaimed, by 

their existence – and anyone experiencing the moment 

would clearly see, without it being said – that it is the 

work of Elokim… that it was indeed “Vayechal Elokim.” 

The current situation also proclaims to one and all that 

Hashem Hu Ha’Elokim!

In an interview Prime Minister Netanyahu was asked 

about this virus. He said that first of all, “B’e”H… 
everyone has to pray to the Creator of the World, to 

end the pandemic. The interviewer responded that 

the answer is in the Weizmann Institute of Science 

(they hold the answer). Netanyahu replied that in the 

Weitzman Institute they are also praying to Hashem: 

everyone is davening.

As role models as klei kodesh, in whatever leadership 

positions we may find ourselves, we should continue to 
internalize and fortify this lesson for ourselves, for our 

families and for our talmidim/os, despite that being 

put to the test is not easy: accepting one’s present 

situation is not always easy and can be a bitter pill to 

swallow.

Someone remarked that this year at his Seder, they 

discussed the term, “marror.” The fact is that that 

we reference marror all night, as we discuss the 

avdus/slavery, the koshi hashibud/the hard work and 

tortuous experience. Chazal call it marror. The wording 

seems to be based on the passuk, “umatzos al merorim 

yochluhu” (Shemos 12,8).
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Although, we do mention in the Haggada, “Vayareiu osanu” 

(Devarim 26,6-7), they were bad to us, (“Vayaanunu”) 

and “Vanitzak,” we cried out from the level of pain and 

suffering that we felt, begging for relief, we do not name 
the symbolization of our experience in Mitzraim, the bad, 

the affliction, etc. but rather marror was chosen (there is 
a vegetable actually called Maror, still and all) this term 

seems to be inclusive of all of the pain and suffering. Why?

There is a basic lesson there for us to internalize. Maybe 

using this term as reference is similar to something 

Rabbi A. J. Twerski related in an inspiring, encouraging 

and informative talk given in Toronto some time ago, 

on the topic of suffering. He said that while we are 
taught to neither question Hashem as to why something 

happens, nor to suggest that anything He does is “bad,” 

when experiencing pain and suffering, you may say that 
it is “bitter.” You are allowed to shout that the pain and 

suffering is oh so bitter. And it might even be expected that 
we beseech Hashem for relief and salvation, that He help, 

save and shield us from the existing pain and bitterness. 

This is a lesson being ingrained in us from “marror.” We 

are being taught how to refer to our suffering: call it 
bitterness; it is okay to say that. 

Simultaneously, we accept that all is from Hashem. 

Harav Shlomo Halberstam, Bobover Rebbe, zt”l, offered 
a reason that Rabban Gamliel listed marror after Pesach 

and Matzah – one would expect a chronological order - 

marror first, then Pesach and then Matzah. It is because 
we realized that our pain and suffering in Mitzraim, a 
kur habarzel, a smelting pot, was necessary and in fact 

ultimately beneficial. for Klal Yisrael. As the Chovos 
Halevavos teaches, it is our firm belief that Hashem loves 
us more than anyone and that whatever He does for us 

is for our benefit... ultimately what is best for us – letav 
ovid.

Rabbi Hershel Kaufman of Montreal, related that Harav 

Moshe Feinstein, zt”l, asked why the order of the 13 Ani 

Maamin’s, which we recite daily, based on Rambam’s 

ikarim, differs from the way Rambam states them in Yad 
Hachazakah. Rambam in Hilchos Yesodei HaTorah, Perek 

1, begins that Hashem is “Yachid ve’ein yechidus kamohu” 

– unique and there is no uniqueness like His. The order 

of the Ani Maamins starts with the belief that Hashem is 

Borei uManhig – that He creates and guides all creatures. 

The second Ani Maamin states our belief in Hashem’s 

uniqueness. Why?

Rav Moshe Feinstein answered that all things being equal, 

when one is learning the fundamentals of Yiddishkeit, 

emunas Hashem, he begins with the belief that Hashem is 

the One and Only. The Ani Maamins, though, were written 

and are recited to strengthen faith while we live our 

daily lives, confronted by nisyonos hachaim, challenges 

and struggles. Hence, to strengthen one’s faith that 

everything that happens is from Hashem, first comes the 

review, study and confirmation of the belief that Hashem 
is Borei u’Manhig – only He is in charge.

We have all shown tremendous resilience, corralling 

whatever resources of strength and support one chooses. 

This will also serve as a lesson to our families and talidim/

os. 

The Sefer HaChinuch says something interesting about 

the mitzvah of not eating the Gid HaNosheh (Mitzvah 3). 

He writes that it is to remind us of something positive – 

to remember that although we may be knocked down, we 

get up and continue. Though Klal Yisrael may be limping, 

we go on: we will iy”H be cured, as Yaakov Avinu was cured 

then when the sun shined upon him.

Harav Shalom Schwadron, zt”l, related that Harav Elya 

Lopian, zt”l, was especially careful to be up early in the 

morning and expected the same of his talmidim – himself 

waking them so that they would start the day on time.

Rav Shalom recounted that the talmidim once asked Rav 

Elya why he was so careful with this. He answered that 

after 120 years, his din v’cheshbon in Shomayim will 

start; they will take out the Shulchan Aruch and begin 

with the first question: (on Orach Chaim 1,1), were you 
misgaber ke’ari – were you strong as a lion to awaken to 

serve Hashem? He said, “I don’t want to fail the very first 
question!”

We too, so to speak, want to be sure to pass the test of 

internalizing this first lesson, especially as is so clear to all: 
Hashem is in charge!

(Any article written at this time must include that Rabbeim 

and Moros are all working harder than ever before and are 

in many cases the main source of structure and stability for 

their talmidim/os. They constantly go above and beyond. 

They deserve so much credit and appreciation. Yeyasher 

Kochachem! We must also continue to bear in our mind, 

in our hearts and in prayers those who have suffered loss 
during this phenomenon. May Hashem comfort them.)

Let us internalize Lesson Number One and merit the 

coming of the geulah sheleimah, speedily, in our days. 

Omein. H

Rabbi Rennert is the Menahel of Yeshivas Eitz 

Chaim (Boys Division) in Toronto
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Q: 

What is the correct 
approach to achieving 
an ideal balance be-
tween the psycho-so-
cial-emotional stability 
of our children and 
between the imper-
ative to ensure that 
they progress in their 
learning?

One of the regular and most popular features in 

Hamechanech Magazine is the “Ask our Panel” Q&A. This 

is a venue for professional pilpul chaveirim, and its intent 

is purely for Torah Umesorah’s own mechanchim to share 

possible, practical, tips for implementation in the classroom 

and beyond. Any mechanech who would like to pose a 

question to Torah Umesorah’s panel of mechanchim, please 

email to sklein@torah-umesorah.org. or fax, to the attention 

of Rabbi Klein, to 2l2-406-6934.

Ask the 
TU PANEL

Balancing the social-emotional/academic needs of our children is not a new 

dilemma. While I do not believe that it should be considered only during 

times of crisis, it is from these times that we can develop pathways to find the 
necessary balance.

 • Consider the principal on 9/11 who, with lightning speed, had to 

develop a message of calm/concern for the welfare of the 300 people in his 

charge who were being suddenly dismissed from school during a tense and 

uncertain moment for the country and its citizens. When interviewed, he 

said, “My goal was to present a calm, steady message which would also serve 

as a model for managing the crisis.” Similarly, during this pandemic, we have 

a golden opportunity to: (a) reinforce our role as responsible caretakers, (b) 

model resilience in our speech and action, (c) create a home environment that 

expects school routines to be followed, with patience, understanding, and 

flexibility, and (d) demonstrate parental concern for the emotional well-being 
of our children while supporting their efforts to keep up in school.

 • No doubt, that along with our concern and hope for our children 

to grow into well-adjusted and emotionally healthy adults, we have powerful 

hopes for their spiritual strength. We wish for our children to be yereiei 

Shomayim, lomdei Torah, and davuk to mitzvos. 

 • “Chanoch lanaar al pi darko” does not happen in one episode, in one 

class, or even in one year of a child’s schooling, teaches the Admor of Sanz. 

Therefore, as important as it is for children to be meaningfully engaged while 

school is at home, I believe that at this time, parents should avoid making 

schoolwork the center of their interactions with their children. The center of 

our interactions at this time should be their well-being and adjustments to 

these times. 

 • Special effort should be made to infuse these moments with simcha 
and love. It is understood that the children will follow the school schedule 

and tune into classes with responsible attention, yet the rope holding them 

responsible should be loose, rather than tight.

 • The child who has adapted easily to school at home may need very 

little additional help from parents.  This child should be recognized for his/her 

effort.

 • The child who needs assistance with the new model should be given 

encouragement with messages of “I will get you on your feet until you can 

handle this.” The child should be expected, without tension, to do their best 

and the parent should not act disturbed or angry if the work is not completed. 

 • The child who struggles in school will likely struggle at home as well. 

Parents should not exert any undue pressure. Academic support should be 

provided if possible. If support is not available, the child should be allowed to 

do the best he can until school resumes.

A famed Gadol b’Yisroel, zt”l, once commented that his own children turned out 

differently than those of his neighbor who was a simple Jew. “The neighbor’s 
children turned out well,” he said, “because their father sang zemiros with them 

at the Shabbos seudos. I was looking in the Sefer HaRambam!” Adult reflections 
on their youth rarely include academic lessons learned. Positive memories of 

home and school usually reflect an incident or a person who made a memorable 
impression. 

It has been said, “No one cares how much you know; everyone knows how much 

you care.”

Through this eis tzara, may we be zoche to raise children of whom it can be said, 

“V’nimtza chayn v’sechel tov b’eynei Elokim v’adam.”  H

A: Rabbi Yehoshua Levy
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Viewpoint

Growing up, my father, Rabbi Dovid Heber, 

always davened in shul, with a minyan. There 

was no concept of davening at home. Even when 

traveling, my father would find a route where 
we could stop for a minyan – Columbus on the 
way to visiting St. Louis, Charlotte on the way to 
Atlanta. We traveled a good deal, but there was 

always a way.

  Naturally, as I was becoming the age of 
bar mitzvah, this was a mitzvah that I wanted to 

excel in as well. Baruch Hashem for years I was 

able to go without missing a minyan. It became 

my special mitzvah. 

When I became a middle school rebbi in Yeshiva 

K’tana of Waterbury in 2018, the importance of 

davening with a minyan became a frequent topic 

of discussion. I love hearing the stories of how a 

talmid spent an hour in the airport gathering a 

minyan for mincha or the pride when boys come 

A MESSAGE 
TO OUR 
TALMIDIM

By Rabbi Moshe Dov Heber

back from mid-winter break and are so excited 

to share how they davened each tefillah with a 
minyan. 

When coronavirus hit in March, I became 

concerned with what will be with minyan. Our 

Yeshiva closed, then our shul. We still had 

minyanim outdoors for a few days, but we all 

knew that would not last. I hadn’t missed a 

minyan in so many years... 

 It was a Wednesday afternoon and 

the Gedolim decided that there should be no 

minyanim. We had already planned our Maariv 

and were ready to go but cancelled because 

the Gedolim said that is what we are supposed 

to be doing. Obviously it was sad for me but 

I was confident that I was doing what was 
right. The boys started calling, “What is going 
to be, Rebbi? Will you somehow work out a 

minyan?” I penned the following letter:

As it appeared in the FJJ, reprinted here with the permission of the author
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Rabbi Moshe Dov Heber, an alumnus of Yeshivas Ner Yisroel of Baltimore and 

Bais Medrash Govoha, is a graduate of the Aish Dos Program for Melamdim. He 

is presently a Middle School Rebbi in Yeshiva K’tana of Waterbury.   

 Students, at this time more than ever, need to know that our Gedolim are our link to the 

Mesorah, extending back to when we were makabel the Torah. We need to underscore the 
importance of following daas Torah, even at the “expense” of a mitzvah. They are telling and 

directing us as to what is the ratzon Hashem. Our responsibility as rebbeim and mechanchim is to 
impart this lesson to our talmidim.

My menahel in Mechinas Ner Yisroel, Rabbi Yosef Tendler, zt”l, used to frequently say in a shmuess, 

“What you are doing, is it for the Hakadosh Baruch Hu or for yourself.” Our Gedolim, Rabbanim and 

Rabbeim are the ones who guide us to find out.  

  As we count the days up the Shavous let us focus on this message. It will carry our talmidim 
through this crisis and serve as a guide for them in the future. H

Dear  Talmidim,  

  

       I  know  w hat  is on your  minds. Many hav e called t o ask w hat  t hey should do about  

minyanim,  and w hat  I  am going t o do as w e alw ays speak about  t he impor t ance of  

minyan. So many of  you hav e become so caref ul nev er  t o miss. Now,  w e are t old t o miss 

a minyan and t o st ay home. I  know  it  is hard since so many of  you hav e spent  so much 

t ime and money and sacr if iced t o dav en w it h a minyan. 

Tears come t o my eyes t hinking about  t he many years t hat  I  myself  hav en't  missed 

a minyan. Now,  suddenly t here are no shuls open,  and no minyanim. I f  our  Gedolim f eel 

t hat  t his is w hat  w e should do,  t hen t here are no quest ions or  loopholes. T his is w hat  w e 

do because ev en one J ew ish lif e is more impor t ant  t han a minyan. T his is an ext remely 

impor t ant  lesson f or  lif e: Gedolim lead us and t hey guide us in serv ing Hashem. I f  t oday 

w e don't  dav en w it h a minyan,  t hat  is w hat  Hashem w ant s f rom us. 

 I  believ e t hat  w e could t r y t o do 2  t hings t o help us w it h our  dav ening dur ing 

t his t ime. 

  1) Let 's make a set  t ime t o dav en each day,  as w e w ould dav en in school. I f  

you w ant  it  t o be a lit t le lat er,  make sure it  is bef ore Z eman Kr iyas 

Shema. When w e dav en,  let  us dav en slow ly and say each t ef illah as 

if  w e w ere dav ening in shul. We should dress as if  w e w ere in school. 

I f  t hat  means a w hit e shir t,  hat  and j acket,  let  us do t hat . I f  it  

means proper  shoes,  t hen t hat  is w hat  w e should be doing at  home as 

w ell. T his w ill keep our  dav ening,  w hich w e so desperat ely need,  at  

t he highest  lev el. 

2 ) I yº H t his w ill pass and w e w ill be able t o hav e our  w onder f ul shuls and yeshiv os open. 

We should look f orw ard t o t hat  t ime and commit  t o dav en once again w it h a minyan t o 

t he great est  of  our  abilit ies and appreciat e it  like nev er  bef ore. 

Hashem lov es your  Tef illos and is looking f orw ard t o you st anding in f ront  of  Him and 

begging on behalf  of  t he ent ire K'lal Y isroel. 

Be'ahav a,

Rebbi Heber
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Before we knew the extent of the challenges that we 

would face stemming from COVID-19, I received another 

invitation in the mail to a chasuna that would have taken 

place during one of the apparently “safe” halachic zones of 

the sefirah. According to many poskim, one may schedule 
a wedding during the part of the sefirah that does not 
represent the seasonal mourning according to his minhag, 

even if it might for some of his attending guests. For all 

intents and purposes, then, in addition to Lag Ba’omer, 

sefirah days prior to Rosh Chodesh Iyar or those between 
Lag Ba’omer and Shavuos are observed as periods of 

aveilus for some but not necessarily for others. (It bears 

reiterating, of course, that for those who observe the 

custom of the Arizal, nearly the entire sefirah is deemed 
to be yemei eivel.)

These days, with the abundance of simchos, baruch 

Hashem, and with the increasing tendency to have short 

engagement periods… as well as with the possible 
shortage of facilities and available dates, wedding planners 

and parents alike dig deep into their calendar pockets in 

search for alternatives… And the sefirah’s possible safe 
zones emerge with increasing frequency of late.

What that translates into, then – in ordinary circumstances 

– is that there is effectively only a seventeen-day period 
during which we can universally focus on why we grieve 

during the days of the Omer. 

True, the Ramban notes that the entire Omer should 

be viewed as a type of chol hamo’ed – an intermediate 

period – linking the two great festivities – Pesach, the time 

we begin to be free, and Shavuos, the time we reach the 

By Yaakov Fromowitz

PERFECT 
TIMING, 
AFTER ALL
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“
“

culmination of our freedom through receiving Torah. Therefore each day that brings us closer to Shavuos is 

an opportunity to climb onto yet a higher rung on the ladder of spirituality in preparation for the big event. 

That is cause for celebration. At the same time, our Sages did attach the theme of national grief to these 

glorious Omer days. So even if there are only seventeen universally observed days of mourning, we really 

ought to focus on that theme and on the reasons for it.

Of course, we do know that the mourning is over the loss of Rabi Akiva’s disciples who were punished 

nineteen centuries ago in a flash epidemic. We also know (Yevamos 62) that the retribution was for their 
not demonstrating adequate kavod – respect and deference – for one another. Yet, it is the juxtaposition 

of this notion with the earlier noted fact that the Omer is a time of anticipative joy that is most curious. 

Assuming that the actual flaw of their lack of kavod was not manifest specifically during the Omer, one 
must conclude that for some extraneous reason the Creator selected this period to bring the punitive 

epidemic down from the Heavens. But why?  These Omer days are a time of excitement and gladness. 

Many will recall the Sefer Hachinuch’s famous analogy of a prisoner who, informed of his imminent release 

from prison, now counts down the days to when the doors will actually be flung open. Why, then, would 
the Ribbono Shel Olam not have chosen a different time of year – when there is no thematic conflict – to 
teach the talmidim of Rebbi Akiva – and all of us along with them – the importance of refinements in inter-
personal relationships?

The answer – and it may appear simplistic– is that the impact of the imposed aveilus would have been 

significantly diminished if it had been scheduled for another supposedly “unencumbered” time of year. 
This is because the full lesson of the mageifah that felled Rabi Akiva’s talmidim was not merely that respect 

and consideration for others is crucial: the full lesson is that weakness in these vital areas undermines our 

foothold in the area of Torah itself. The very Torah to which we aspire and over which we shall soon rejoice 

is jeopardized by our possible interpersonal failings. Just as Rabi Akiva’s disciples, who were giants of 

Torah, were nevertheless punished as they approached Shavuos, the days of the Omer are the perfect time 

for us to consider how we too might improve our midos. 

As many of our Gedolim have averred, the current pandemic should be seen as a sign for the need for 

improvement in this area. Not merely as an attempt to become better people, though, but as our attempt 

to prepare for the gift of Torah.  H

THESE  DAYS, WITH THE ABUNDANCE OF SIMCHOS, 

BARUCH HASHEM, AND WITH THE INCREASING 

TENDENCY TO HAVE SHORT ENGAGEMENT 

PERIODS… AS WELL AS WITH THE POSSIBLE 

SHORTAGE OF FACILITIES AND AVAILABLE DATES, 

WEDDING PLANNERS AND PARENTS ALIKE DIG DEEP 

INTO THEIR CALENDAR POCKETS IN SEARCH FOR 

ALTERNATIVES… 
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We are now completing the first stage of school acceptance for the coming 
year and moving into the second phase rapidly. We need to put a pause 
on our acceptance process and re-evaluate for whom we are working 
and how we can change it to be a respectful process for all of Hashem’s 
children, welcoming them b’kavod and with love. Hashem put a pause on 
our external world, and we need to put a pause on our internal world. The 
acceptance process that our parents and children have to go through is 
unbearably excruciating. 

 Note the correlation of the months of Covid19 beginning from January 
through March and continuing through April and May and into June, 
with our eyes towards September.  These are the exact months that 
our acceptances take place beginning from January through March and 
intensifying through the months of March, April, May and June, with our 
eyes towards September. Our parents and children writhe in pain as they 
wait for those desperate words “You are accepted.”   

  All these years that our acceptance process in its unbearably 
excruciating painful form took place we have had enough zechuyos on our 
side, to outweigh the cry of the applicants who are not accepted to school 
or are struggling to get accepted. Today we can’t say this anymore. Our 
credit in Shomayim is being used. The cry of the pain of the ona’ah that 
screams quietly, alone in its pain, year after year has reached Shomayim. 

  In Vayikra (25:17) we have the lo saaseh of “Lo sonu ish es amisso,” 
and the passuk continues with the warning, “V’yareissa m’Elokecha.” Rashi 
explains, “The One Who knows our thoughts knows all that is in the heart, 
that which is known only to the person in whose hear that thought exists.” 
The Eibishter knows what is truly in the heart of a person and he cannot 
be fooled. He sees the people sitting in front of us as we close our ears to 
the cries emanating from their souls.

In Shemos (22:21) we have the lo saaseh of, “Kol almanah v’yasom lo 
se’anun.”  Rashi teaches us that Hashem says, “Do not afflict him for if 
he shall shout out to me, I shall anger and I shall kill you by the sword, 

Rebbetzin B. Kviat

A Letter to Klal Yisroel 

SEE THE PAIN…
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and your wives will be widows and your children 
orphans.” This “lav” includes divorcees, struggling 
homes, and single parents even when there is a 
father at home etc. 

Let’s take a serious look at the passuk in Bereishis 
(18). The terrible evil of S’dom and Amorah was 
a great outcry. Chazal explained that this was a 
reference to the fact that this referred to the murder 
of one young girl who dared to offer food to a poor 
person.

It was the cry of one maiden who did not comply with 
the laws of S’dom that reached the Heavens, and 
Hakadosh Baruch Hu said, “I shall descend and see.” 
There is still one child not in school. That child should 
have started school Sept. 2019, and is begging with 
her last ounce of strength to be accepted now, for 
the coming year, so she knows that she is starting  
school on September 2020 together with all the 
students who are anxiously waiting to return to 
school.

Hashem wants something from us. He wants us to 
do teshuvah. The mosdos need to come together 
as shluchei d’Rachmana and figure out how to open 
their arms, with unconditional love, to all of Hashem’s 
children. They must work together to service our 
communities with kavod, according to Hashem’s 
middos and make sure that we do not transgress the 
aveiros of, “Lo sonu…” and “Kol almanah…” ever. 
The system has to be changed fundamentally. 

Let’s consider the Rashi on the aforementioned 
passuk in Bereishis which talks about the sins 
of S’dom. Hashem says that continued rebellion 
against Him will be met with additional suffering. 
In like fashion we need to do serious teshuvah and 
ask Hashem that we be yotzei with the yissurin we 
are having now, and not persist “in our mered” of 
continuing to squeeze more and more children and 
parents into a corner of shame and pain with no 
place to turn to… other than to cry out directly to 
Hashem. 

We need to change the acceptance process into one 
that does not cause unbearable excruciating pain. 
We do not want to transgress Hashem’s mitzvos. We 
are Yidden: we do not emulate others! This is the 
“mother’s milk” of a Jewish child. No matter what, 

a Jew behaves only as a Jew behaves and not as 
others behave! Who knows which silent cry of the 
one child or the one mother pierced the Heavens?      

  1500 niftarim were taken from us 
suffering alone and in pain bringing unfathomable 
sorrow, anguish and pain that the hearts of Klal 
Yisroel cannot bear. “The Heavens offer measures 
that reflect our own measures.”

Hashem is sending us a clear message. Our mosdos 
are standing EMPTY of their children. It’s not the 
government or the virus that is closing down our 
schools. It’s the Eibershter sending His kinderlech 
home. There is no longer one lonely child and 
one broken parent home alone. All the children 
are home with their parents. All the children are 
learning, albeit remotely. The schools can accept 
as many children as apply without any concerns. 

Our schools have to service all the children of 
Klal Yisroel. All arbo’oh bonim. We have the 
nicest, proudest, most prominent mosdos in 
history; the most magnificent edifices of chinuch 
waiting to do so. We have to stop complicating 
the situation with our man-made wisdoms and 
then the situation would be fundamentally easy 
to resolve. We need to resolve this issue now and 
stop the painful process immediately. We need 
to work within the boundaries of TORAH and 
not transgress Hashem’s mitzvos.  Hashem will 
give us the G-dly wisdom to create a system of 
acceptance that is retzon Hashem. He wants us 
to treat His children, His yaldei shaashuim, His Am 
Hanivchar with honor and love.

The edifices all stand in their magnificent glory 
waiting for their children to return just as Hashem 
waits for us to return but we need to do teshuvah 
and then we can beseech the 1500 niftarim to go 
before the Kisei Hakavod and say, “Kapeir l’amcha 
Yisroel…” 

Coming from a place of deep pain hoping that 
Hashem will open our eyes to see the situation 
with truth and clarity.

Rebbetzin Kviat is currently Limudei Kodesh 
principal at Bais Yaakov AdasYereim-Vien. H

AIN…
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BANG
By Mrs. Etti Siegel

(Editor’s note: While some of the following article is most relevant to an actual classroom setting – un-
like what mechanchim are experiencing at the moment, I felt that it is important to print for two rea-
sons: first, much is relevant even now… and second, it’s a piece worth keeping and using in future.  SYK)

The end of the school year is coming. Finish the 
school year with a bang!

There are two places to focus on- your class/
classroom, and yourself. Let’s talk about your 
class and classroom first.

IN THE CLASSROOM

FIRST:  MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR TIME. 

Spring fever is everywhere, and it affects teachers as 
well! The only problem is that if you let it affect you 
it will send the message that school is not serious 

right now, and the person that message hurts most 

is YOU. The children will not take learning seriously 

at best… or become unmanageable at worst.  (And 
there is the side point that you are being paid 

to teach, and that includes every day, up to and 

including the last day of school!)

So let’s tackle the end-of-year hurdles together:

Time issue 1- Too much curriculum left to teach:

If you find that you have too much curriculum left 
to cover, do a pretest activity (KWL, quick pre-test, a 

game, or just ask questions) at the end of the week 

so you can plan for the next week properly or at the 

end of the day (because last minute planning does 

happen) and then form your lesson based on what 

they don’t know. This cuts out unnecessary time 

teaching information they already learned, saving 

time, and preventing unnecessary preparation 

for the teacher and boredom for the students, as 

we know happens when a teacher tries to teach 

material the children already are familiar with.

Did you ever break a unit into bite size pieces and 

have the students master the different parts and 
teach it to others? Jigsaw is a fabulous way of 

having children turn into teachers.  This method 

organizes the class by forming groups that are 

dependent on each other for the whole lesson. On 

Day 1, group A studies topic 1, group B studies topic 

2, and group C studies topic 3. They then become 

masters as they are redivided in Day 2 into groups 

with one member from ABC representing each 

topic who then share and teach their knowledge on 

topics 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The teacher could 

then review the material on Day 3 and have a quiz 

or review on Day 4.

I like to use Jigsaw for material the children are 

familiar with but need to learn more detail, or for 

material that might be boring in a regular lesson 

but is so much more interesting when taught by 

classmates.

A teacher called me upset that the next unit in 

her 5th grade Science book was on arthropods, a 

FINISH THE 
SCHOOL 
YEAR WITH A
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topic she would happily skip if she was allowed to.  I 

suggested dividing her class into 4 groups to match 

the 4 chapters in the unit and having each group 

master a chapter, and then making up groups that 

would have one child from every chapter teach the 

other children their information.  She was skeptical, 

but agreed to try it.  She called me at the end of the 

week flushed with success. “I loved it, and best of 
all, the class loved it,” she announced. 

Time issue 2- empty sheets:

Don’t send home empty workbook pages at the 

end of the year! When parents see empty pages 

they assume the teacher did not teach. They do not 

realize that the workbook was supplementary, or 

the principal overloaded your curriculum this year. 

All they see is an unfinished workbook, and YOU 
look unprofessional. We know you are the greatest 

teacher alive, and we know how much you teach... 

but the parents don’t know that.

So, if you realize that you have a lot of extra pages 

still undone in any of your workbooks, set aside time 

for marathon learning. Put up a clock and a grid, 

and get done a bunch of stories and questions or 

practice pages on a “marathon hour.” Keep putting 

up points on the grid as you finish pages, and walk 
around to be sure all of the children are keeping 

pace. Give extra recess or another privilege for 

great work on “marathon hour.” Act sorry you have 

to end it, and sincerely tell the class you will to try to 

fit it in again next week.

Assign pages for extra credit, and remember, if the 

paper is clearly marked EC parents will understand 

that extra credit means it was extra, and that it did 

not have to be completed.

Write a beautiful letter to the parents explaining the 

workbook was supplemental, and how you saved 

some pages for summer HW, as research shows that 

children who do no schoolwork over the summer 

experience “summer slide” - a real loss of academic 

knowledge.

Rip off pages from teacher-created booklets you did 

not get to finish (why did you put in so many review 
sheets and fun pages anyway?) before sending the 

beautiful homemade booklets home.

You worked so hard to be a great teacher this year. 

Look at everything from the parents eyes. They 

haven’t been standing in your shoes, working with 

the class, seeing what you have accomplished. They 

only see what the children bring home.

SECOND: NO DEAD TIME! 

If you finished your curriculum then review!  If you 
finished what was assigned to you to teach, review, 
start the next year’s material or pick a topic they 

will never get to learn but is interesting. Work on a 

culminating project, or a memory artifact.

Since the teacher read Mrs. Piggle Wiggle stories 

to them over the year, one second grade is writing 

their own Mrs. Piggle Wiggle stories since they 

are so familiar with the characters and style of the 

stories.

An eighth grade is done their math curriculum 

and their big exams are over this week. Together 

the eighth grade teacher and I created real-

life situations that the students can work on 

collaboratively to solve. (Ex: Here is a diagram of 

a house with a yard, and Home Depot and Lowe’s 

catalogs. Please prepare an estimate of what it will 

cost to fence in the property... Every group can get 

100% even if their design and fencing differs but all 
points on the rubric are met.)

Another teacher created a special yearbook- one 

that actually has a shot review for all the material 

taught during the year; a page of Maamarai Chazal 

matching to what they mean, a fun page to review 

the Limudim they learned from Chumash, a page of 

comic-strip like boxes for the children to illustrate 

the main events in Navi…pages and pages of sheets 
that are interactive and fun, and most of all, reflect 
of the year’s learning!

An overview of the whole year through games and 

activities is a productive time filler (you taught it, 
make sure they leave the year with the information!).

There are so many different and fun ways to review 
the year’s learning. 

One teacher I worked with now keeps academic 

vocabulary and concept phrases in manila envelopes 

sorted by category. What she does once a month 

can be done now, once, or once a week... depending 

on time available. The class is put into 4 tables and 

each table gets an envelope (science, social studies, 

literacy terms and concepts, and math). They have 

ten minutes to pass the envelope around, take out 

a card, define the phrase, and pass the envelope on. 
After ten minutes all cards are collected, put back 

into the envelope and passed to the next table. A 

score board can keep track of how many cards the 

table remembered.

Another teacher has the children write and illustrate 

a book about the year. Each page has a memory- 

an event the class did or learned about, with 

illustrations. Another teacher gave out pictures of 

the event for children to use as the illustrations.

Having the class take five minutes to fill a blank page 
with every memory, learning, or skill covered that 

year is fun, especially when the teacher then goes 

around the room and puts each child’s contribution 

on the board. The board fills up so quickly, the 
children have to listen so they do not repeat what 

someone else said, and there is a wonderful sense 

of appreciation as the students realize how much 

they have learned!

Let kids teach! Either give them material and run a 

jigsaw lesson (explained above) or let children who 
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“I DIDN’T KNOW MY 

CHILD HAD THIS ISSUE. 

NO ONE EVER TOLD 

ME.”

love a topic share.

Now is a great time for special events; author’s 

days abound at this time of year, and career 

appreciation day with invited guests sharing their 

careers and taking questions are great ways to 

expand our children’s minds.  Fairs that can be 

open to parents or just to other classes in the 

school, whether it is a Navi fair or a Brachos fair, a 

state fair, or an animal habitat fair, fairs and events 

like them generate pride and unity in the class as 

they get to show off. You might want to keep in 
mind that parent invitations should be kept to a 

minimum as most parents have to go to work and 

feel put upon when forced to choose between 

taking off work or missing their child’s event.

THIRD: BUILD MEMORIES.

I did this and heard that others do this successfully 

as well. Make a bouquet of compliments! This is 

great as a Shevuos project, or just as an end-of-the 

year project.

Every child gets a few sheets with flower shapes 
on them, and a class list. After a discussion about 

compliments and appreciation, I brainstorm 

with the class about different compliments and 
messages of appreciation we could say to others. 

They then are assigned a few classmates a day to 

“compliment.” I quickly check them all (of course, 

as I need to be sure the occasional mean-girl 

comment is not inserted) before I give the go 

ahead for cutting out, and distribution day finds 
everyone reading , oohing and awing as they 

read, and gluing down the flowers on a poster-
board with an optional vase to glue down as well. 

In older grades children get index cards, and on 

distribution day can get a loose-leaf ring to put 

them on. There is nothing so wonderful as reading 

a whole bunch of wonderful thoughts people 

have about you! (And there is no greater lesson 

for each student that everyone has wonderful 

qualities, and it is time to notice them!) 

A teacher in Junior High school liked this idea 

and made compliment key rings, as every student 

wrote on a prepared strip of hard paper their 

thoughts about each fellow classmate and, after 

the teacher approved them all, the students 

assembled their rings of compliments to cherish 

and reread forever.

Some teachers use this as a way to make Ivrit 

come alive; the children get pages of compliments 

and a class list and have to write the compliments 

in Hebrew, making sure to pick the statement(s) 

most appropriate to each classmate.

A letter from the teacher is a great souvenir of the 

year, especially if it is private and authentic.

My sister-in-law used to teach JH and she made 

sure to write a personal message on a sticky-note 

to every student over the course of each week. 

She found interesting shapes and colors.  The girls 

collected them, cherishing the personal touch, and 

I believe they would have collected and cherished 

them even if they had been on plain yellow pads!  A 

woman sent her a picture of her wall at her childhood 

home, still covered with all the treasured notes from 

that special year.

Make a class “yearbook” or memories book, have the 

kids fill a graffiti board of memories (large paper 
where everyone writes)... Have journal entries; my 

most meaningful memory of this year, the person 

who made this year most special for me, the subject 

I liked most this year, something that was hard for 

me in September but is easy for me now, my favorite 

moment...

The ideas are endless. Have fun!

FINALLY: SOLIDIFY YOUR THOUGHTS.   

Write up strengths and weaknesses of students 

NOW while you remember the details most clearly. 

With a few more weeks to go, now is the time to 

really solidify what worked with each child, what 

talents you discovered your student has, what are 

the child’s trigger points, and any other trick or tip 

you know. You worked so hard all year, it would be a 

shame for that knowledge to disappear on the last 

day of school! This gives you data to refer to next 

year if a teacher asks your advice (and though we 

think we will remember every detail clearly, a new 

class takes over our pre-frontal lobe and last year’s 

class goes into deep storage) and gives you a chance 

to reflect.  It gives you information to share with the 
principal so your input is taken seriously and can be 

referred to when the child is no longer in your class.

Any last attempts at skill-building needed? You still 

have time to focus on the children in your class and 

give them a last-minute push. Make those phone calls 

to parents now, so they understand what their child 

needs are over the summer to ensure success for the 

coming year, and make sure to give your principal a 

copy of the phone log. A paper trail is very important 

or you will be blamed when parents claim, “I didn’t 

know my child had this issue. No one ever told me.”
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FOR YOURSELF

You had a great year, I hope. You had great ideas, 

some which worked, and others that didn’t. How 

will you be able to build on your success and not 

repeat your failures?  Here are some helpful ideas.

1. Take pictures of a bulletin board or wall display 

you liked so that you can recreate it the next year. 

Our memories get hazy over time.

2. Make a complete inventory list so you know what 

you used up and need more of for the coming year. 

Some supplies are just not available last minute, 

and when you have a project planned why add 

stress to an already stressful time?

3. Look over your posters and anchor charts- do 

some need to be laminated? Replaced?

4. Make notes for yourself in your plan book of 

things that worked and did not work; you think you 

will remember but you probably won’t without a 

reminder. Next year is a long way away! Was there 

a story you thought of in the moment that worked 

so well with the lesson you were teaching?  Write it 

down! Was there a project that was an abject fail?  

Write that down, too, or you might find yourself 
repeating it!

5. ccSummer is coming! It’s a great time to 

schmooze! Even busy teachers are usually freer 

to talk in the summer. Without a list the issues 

suddenly don’t seem urgent, and often we don’t 

remember what they were. When the school year 

starts they will be urgent again, but the chance to 

leisurely discuss them and prepare for them will 

have passed. 

Some questions to ask yourself and think about, 

and reach out to a mentor or experienced teacher 

to discuss:

- Did my rules work this past year? What needs 

changing?

- Did my HW system work this year? How could it 

work better?

- Did my bathroom and drink system work this year?

- Did I have enough textbooks? Were they in decent 

condition? Did I have them labeled in a way that 

worked best?

- What was my policy about lost HW or lost supplies 

and did it work?

- What signals/systems/chants did I use to get my 

student’s attention? (flashing the lights, small bell, 
song, clapping, raising your hand with finger to 
lips for them to copy…) Did they work?  Is there a 
better system? Did I have to get quiet too often?  

What can I put in place to limit that?

- Did I have jobs this year? How did it work?  What 

could I do to make the class run smoothly?

- How did I distribute sheets?  Where did the sheets 

go? Did I precut/ prepunch holes?  Where did extra 

sheets go?  Did my systems this year work?

- Are there any contests/incentive programs I want 

to establish right away?  After some time?  Will they 

be peer driven or class driven?  What worked this 

past year?  Every class is different, so I need to take 
that into account!

- what other questions do I have that I wish I had 

answers to?

6. Note problems your room has and submit it. Even 
if it won’t be your room next year, the next teacher 

will appreciate your letting the administration know.

7. Make requests now: the month that you prefer for 

your performance (if you are required to do one), 

children coming up that you are concerned about 

having (sister, cousin, neighbor), bulletin board 

needs, preferred room switches, etc.

8. DON’T LEAVE YOUR SCHOOL THINGS IN THE 

BUILDING OVER THE SUMMER. Better safe than 

sorry!!! So many things can happen, from floods, to 
last minute decisions to paint, to exterminators. The 

stories abound.  Don’t become part of another sad 

tale.

9. Most of all, enjoy your well-deserved vacation 

after the frenzy of the end of the year! H

WRITE DOWN ISSUES 

YOU WANT TO DEAL 

WITH BETTER NEXT 

YEAR, NOW WHILE YOU 

ARE STILL IN SCHOOL 

MODE, SO YOU ARE 

FOCUSED WHEN YOU 

ASK EXPERIENCED 

TEACHERS QUESTIONS 

AND GATHER ADVICE. 
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WHY WE ARE 
NOT SLEEPING
Mrs. Rifka Schonfeld

In the midst of the COVID-19 crisis, many of us find 
ourselves lying in bed at night, urging ourselves to 

just… go to sleep! We try to clear our heads of the 
endless bad news, the plans for making tomorrow a 

bit easier, and the thoughts about our loved ones who 

we are separated from indefinitely. Sometimes our 
thoughts or anxiety keep us awake, but sometimes it 

is something else. So, how can we, especially in these 

anxiety-producing times, get the sleep we need to 

function the next day?

First, let me go through the ways that we can all 

improve our sleep regardless of special circumstances:

1. Keep your room cool. Your body temperature 

changes as you fall asleep; your core gets cooler and 

your hands and feet get warmer. Keeping your room 

cool will allow your temperature to drop to begin 

signaling to your body that it is time to sleep. Taking a 

warm shower or bath before bed can also help indicate 

that it is time for sleep as your body temperature 

begins to cool from the shower.

2. Create a sleep schedule. With the virus, it has 

been hard to maintain a steady schedule – after all – 

why wake early if there is no pressing need?

There actually is a need and it has nothing to do with 

minyan, work, or school. It has to do with a schedule 

that your body recognizes as day and night. It is 

definitely okay to shift your schedule to later but 
creating a schedule will help you sleep better. Find 1-2 

hour window in which you generally go to sleep and 

then find the window 6-8 hours later that you generally 
wake up. Try to stick to this schedule rather than 

attempting to go to sleep at 11pm one night and the 

next at 2am. This will confuse your circadian rhythm.

3. Exercise. If you can get out of the house when the 

sun is shining, go for a brisk walk for at least 20 minutes. 

If you cannot get out of the house, do other forms of 

exercise: stationary bike, treadmill, video classes, weight 

training or other forms of exercise. Exercise increasing 

serotonin (a neurotransmitter that makes us feel calm 

and happy) and decreases cortisol (a neurotransmitter 

that makes us feel stressed). If you can work out earlier in 

the day, this will also help you sleep better later.

4. Don’t go to bed hungry, but don’t eat right before. 

Going to sleep hungry can affect you falling asleep and 
eating right before bed can make your sleep restless. So, 

make sure you aren’t hungry, but stop eating at least 2 

hours before trying to fall asleep. There are also some 

foods that can help you fall asleep more easily or sleep 

more peacefully, among them: turkey, chamomile tea, 

almonds, and fatty fish such as salmon.

“

“

TODAY, THOUGH, IN THE 

MIDST OF A CRISIS, WE 

ARE SEEING MORE AND 

MORE PEOPLE WHO 

ARE SUFFERING FROM 

INSOMNIA. 
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5. Avoid blue light for at least an hour before bed. This 

is often a tough one for people, though there are settings 

on phones to allow them to go into nighttime mode and 

to therefore not emit blue light, the most harmful for our 

circadian rhythms. However, it is best to avoid screens before 

bed if possible.

The artificial light tricks our bodies into thinking that it is 
daytime, and we therefore do not produce melatonin, the 

chemical that helps us fall asleep.

Above, I have outlined a few ways that you can improve your 

sleep in general.

Today, though, in the midst of a crisis, we are seeing more and 

more people who are suffering from insomnia. What can we do 
to address those people’s needs?

First, it is important to note that three out of the five tips above 
may be affected because of the virus. Our sleep schedules may 
have changed, we have less access to exercise (and to sunlight), 

and we are more tied to technology that ever before because 

we are isolated at home. Therefore, if we can recognize those 

three elements that have shifted because of the changes that 

have come along with COVID-19, we may be able to consciously 

make changes to positively affect our sleep.

Second, regulating our schedules, making a conscious effort to 
exercise, and avoiding blue light may make things a bit easier, 

but may not silence the racing thoughts in our mind. How can 

we attempt to sleep when we are riddled with anxiety?

There are several techniques to deal with anxiety surrounding 

the virus that I outlined in my previous articles and emails, such 

as:

a. Rewiring the brain. Changing the way we speak to ourselves 

to create a more hopeful message. This rewiring would need to 

happen throughout the day, not only before bed.

b. Be in the present. It is hard to constantly be thinking about 

the uncertain future. Instead, breath and be in the present. 

Practice mindfulness.

c. Stockpile compassion. Anger and anxiety can sometimes be 

confused – and they can both keep us up at night. Think about 

ways that you can make other people’s lives easier. This can 

help you feel calmer and more relaxed.

None of these suggestions is fool-proof (and certainly not virus-

proof), but they are the beginnings of ways to help us all sleep a 

little better at night. That’s something we can all use a bit more 

of these days. H

An acclaimed educator and social skills specialist, Mrs. 

Rifka Schonfeld has served the Jewish community for 

close to thirty years. She founded and directs the widely 

acclaimed educational program, SOS, servicing all grade 

levels in secular as well as Hebrew studies. A kriah and 

reading specialist, she has given dynamic workshops and 

has set up reading labs in many schools.   In addition, she 

offers evaluations G.E.D. preparation, social skills training 
and shidduch coaching, focusing on building self-esteem 

and self-awareness.  She can be reached at 718-382-5437 

or at rifkaschonfeld@gmail.com. You can view the web at 

rifkaschonfeld.com.
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The footings ‘pon which we love to build 

Our edifices of hopes, of plans, of dreams, 

Often sink into sediments of tragic fortune 

With nary a breath of forewarning.

One moment is animated with vibrant pulse, 

Whilst the next is dulled in a blurry lull,

And all the ambitious pride of receding days 

Plummets into depths not hitherto known. 

Neither treasure nor fraternal love... 

Neither scholastic insight nor force of will... 

Can deliver us from dictates pre-ordained 

At the Throne of Destiny.

The folly of our assumptions rarely emerges, 

For we are blessedly spared its jolt.

Yet, when it is made to be revealed 

It can barge in with untold ferocity.

Who is he who’s so adept as to absorb all... 

ASSUMPTION’S 
FOLLY
BY YUDEL SHICK Or as to stand undaunted at grave blows? 

Where is one so firm of mettle,

Who will not be crushed when tides so turn?

No, ‘tis of the human spirit to weep,

To lament the sorrows which descend, 

Indeed, there can be no woe at all 

Other than to make man wail. 

And pray.

Thus do I ask, who is like His people, 

One nation in the land,

Who will chant glories and praises 

Though steeped in the stupor of pain?

Yes, resounding but soft is the rare entreaty, 

Spoken when we’re thrust into confusion. 

To the Source of all compassion and healing 

Do we offer fragments of our supplications. 

So fret not, good brother of mire,

We shall surely cross tracks once more, 

Be it not here ...be it elsewhere

And our quandaries will be untangled at last.
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DEPARTMENTS
AALEH

Rabbi Mordechai Reichberg 212.227.1000 x 4566

AISH DOS PROFFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Rabbi Dovid Bernstein 845.356.2961

BUREAU OF PERSONNEL RESOURCES

Rabbi Y.M. Rubinfeld 212.227.1000 x 4541

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT & OUTREACH

Rabbi Chaim Nosson (Nate) Segal 212.227.1000 x 4518

Rabbi David Merkin 212.227.1000 x 4517

COUNTERFORCE

Mr. Moshe Wangrofsky 718.787.4412

CHINUCH.ORG

Mrs. Donna Zeffren 314.266.1015

DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

Rabbi Joshua Levy 212.227.1000 x 4542

Rabbi Mordechai Besser 212.227.1000 x 4540 

Rabbi Yisroel M. Rubinfeld 212.227.1000 x 4541

EMES VE’EMUNAH FELLOWSHIP 

Rabbi Shmuel Yaakov Klein 212.227.1000 x 4557

HEMSHECH

Rabbi Avi Feinstein 718.744.3800

LILMOD ULELAMED

Rabbi Yisroel Meir Rubinfeld 212.227.1000 x 4541

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF YESHIVA PRINCIPALS (NCYP)
Rabbi Shea Ryback 212.227.10000 x 4535

NCYP WOMEN’S DIVISION

Mrs. Rochel Zimmerman 212.227.1000 x 4580

PROJECT SEED

Rabbi Moshe Katz 212.227.1000 x 4519

PUBLICATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS

Rabbi Shmuel Yaakov Klein 212.227.1000 x 4557

SPECIAL SERVICES

Rabbi Chaim Wein 212.227.1000 x 4544

TEACHERS CENTERS

Lakewood: Mrs. Baily Stefansky 732.363.7700

Toronto: Mrs. Chaya Messinger 647.352.7900

Montreal: Mrs. Sara Buchinger 514.277.8585

Manchester Teacher Centre

Mrs. Gitty Goldblatt 44-161-507-222

Walder Education Pavilion (Chicago): 

Mrs. Rouhama Garelick 847.674.0800

Wolf Education Resource Center (Brooklyn): 

Mrs. Goldy Goldberger 718.744.3100

Rabbi Eli Schnurmann (Men’s Division) 718.744.3100

L.A.: Mrs. Menucha Engel 323.475.9777

YALDEI YISROEL - STUDENT PLACEMENT DIVISION
Rabbi Mordechai Reichberg 212.227.1000 x 4566

YESHIVA HIGH SCHOOL CERTIFICATION DIVISION

Rabbi Mordechai Reichberg 212.227.1000 ext. 4566

ZECHOR YEMOS OLAM

Rabbi Shmuel Yaakov Klein 212.227.1000 x 4557jj
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